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New Year’s Edition 

 

Christmas has come and gone, although depending on what 

TV station you are watching, you may think it is still coming 

due to all of the sales, promotions, and discounts that are still 

going on. While these may very well be opportunities to 

scoop up some last minute bargains, presents for yourself, or 

even just things you think you might need, it is also a learning 

experience. Instead of just taking these headlines and news 

stories at their face value, why don’t we dig a little deeper 

into what these actually mean? 

 

This holiday shopping season was dominated by discounting, 

daily deals, and commercial promotions in order to drive sales 

volume. As a result of these promotions and increased sales 

volume, particularly online, many retailers experienced lower 

than expected margins, which will come back to impact 

profitability when they report earnings. In addition, due to the 

rapid increase in online shopping this year, the sheer volume 

of packages caused both UPS and FedEx to fail to deliver 

many packages on time to their customers. 

 

So, connecting the dots, it would appear that, in an attempt to 

increase sales and overall foot traffic with increased 

discounts, some retailers actually planted the seeds of their 

own downfall through angry customers and a potentially large 

amount of returned merchandise.  

 

 

Let’s get started 

 

 

Here the link to my weekly podcast - The Weekly Roundup 

12/28/2013 

 

12/28/2013 
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Contact - A Fresh Pair of Eyes 

Feel free to reach out with your 

comments/suggestions or questions. 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://ssteinsmith.podomatic.com/entry/2013-12-28T14_49_17-08_00
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INVESTING TIP/DEFINITION 

SEAN STEIN SMITH - MBA, CPA, CMA, CGMA 

 

Bringing it all together 

 

This is the holiday season, and gift giving is on the minds of 

many people. While many people may be purchasing gadgets, 

cars, and other traditional gifts this time of year there is 

another type of gift that you can give both to yourself and to 

others. That is the gift of information - which arguably is the 

most powerful gift of all. Learning anything, especially 

financial matters and finance in general, can be a difficult 

thing to undertake. If you think about it though, many 

business principles and concepts that are discussed on TV, in 

text books, and in other media sources can be used to help 

improve your personal financial situation.  

 

We have discussed templates, budgets, schedules, and 

organization as excellent tools that can help you  reform your 

personal financial situation. It is always important, however, 

to remember that crunching numbers is only one part of this 

equation - the other, arguably more important part, is the 

mental side of things. Understanding what is going right and 

what is going wrong in your personal finances is the first step 

toward making more things go right and fewer things go 

wrong.  

 

Going forward into 2014, we will be discussing some steps 

and strategies that can be put into action.  

 

What are your goals for 2014?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

   

 

 

 

New Year’s Resolution – What many people say that they 

will do in the coming 12 months, but often do not follow 

through on. This year, however, will be different.  

 

 

What are your goals for 2014? 

 
Let us know what you think, 

and it might become the topic of a 
blog post or follow up newsletter 

article. 
 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

What do you think? 
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Changing your mindset 

 

 With New Year’s Eve coming up this week, there will 

be many parties, celebrations, and festivities taking place. This 

is also an excellent opportunity to begin a fresh set of goals. 

Sometimes the hardest part in setting new goals is changing 

your mindset, which is how you view the world. Remember, if 

you want to do things you have never done before, you need to 

think in ways you never have before. 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 
 

   
 
 
 
   

 

The Steps 

 

 Learning about finance, investing, and other financial 

matters is a time-consuming, difficult, and tedious project. It 

will not happen overnight, or even within several months - this 

is more a long-term investment process than a quick fix. 

Thankfully, there are plenty of financial resources available to 

help, which will we be discussing more in the column to the 

left. 
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THE WEEK AHEAD 
Sean Stein Smith - MBA, CPA, CMA, CGMA 

 
 It is always good to recap and to analyze what happened during the past week, which is what I strive to do via the weekly 

roundup podcast (link to it is above).  In addition to analyzing what did happen, it is equally important to look forward to try to 

anticipate how the upcoming events of the week ahead could impact you and your money. That is the point of this column, which is 

broken down into domestic events, as well as the international events that could be of importance to your investments. 

 

Domestic  

Let us start our discussion with the news and economic activity that are 

on the agenda for the U.S. this week. 

With Christmas in the rear view mirror, the fallout is continuing from the 

Target credit card breach, as well as the failure of FedEx and UPS to 

deliver packages on time. Target customers, vendors, and business 

partners have begun to take various legal actions to both protect 

themselves and to penalize Target.  

Another huge story this week that will also have ramifications going 

forward, in addition to Target, is the failure of both UPS and FedEx to 

ship packages on time. The action steps that both of these firms will be 

taking will be very interesting to watch and might have dramatic impacts 

on the economy moving forward.  

Another story to keep an eye on this week is the continuing evolution of 

Twitter as a pubic firm. Much loved by investors and the stock market 

during its first few weeks, the firm suffered double digit losses this week 

as market players rebalanced portfolios. It is always important to 

remember that an exciting or good company does not always translate 

into a solid investment.  

Of course, there will be corporate news announced during the week as 

well, so keep your eyes open and check out the blog @ 

http://ssteinsmith.com/ for daily analysis! 

International  

Unrest in Egypt continues to dominate the news, as riot police were 

deployed to break up protests at Egypt's largest Islamic university. The 

continued strife might have large implications for the international 

community. Read more here, 

 

 

What do you think? 

 

Let me know if these tips were 

helpful 

 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

Budget Tip – Map it out 

 

 Budgeting and planning can be a tedious and 

time-consuming task, and this is one of the reasons why 

many budget plans do not work out. Budgeting is 

difficult, and can be overwhelming if undertaken all at 

once, so why not break it up into bite-size pieces? Why 

not, for example, put together a budget for the first week 

of 2014, then the second week, and build from there? Bit 

by bit, you will have the entire year budgeted out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Excel Tip – Text & Charts 

 

The chart is done, and it's a work out of art. The colors, 

metrics, and scale of all of the graphs are perfect, and 

your presentation graphs are ready to go. Except, your 

boss wants some additional text right in the presentation 

to make it easier for the client to understand. What do you 

do? One way to add the text is to select any part of the 

graph, besides the title or data label, click into the formula 

bar, and start typing. Then move and resize to wherever 

you want, Voila!  

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/student-killed-as-protests-engulf-egypts-main-islamic-university/story-e6frg6so-1226791549284


 

 If you like the newsletter, you 

might also enjoy the book. "A Fresh 
Pair of Eyes - Finance for the Young 
Investor" is available on both Amazon 

and in the Kindle Store.  

 

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Finance for the 

Young Investor  

 

Personal Financial Planning 

 

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Personal 
Financial Planning 

 

And my new book - Stocks  

A Fresh Pair of Eyes - Stocks for 

the Young Investor 

 

 

 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com 

 
A Fresh Pair of Eyes  

THE WEEKLY EDITION 
Feedback is Always Welcome! 

Feedback is the key to continuous improvement, so if there are any topics, themes, or stories you would like 

covered in the weekly newsletter, or if there is something you wish to know more about, please send an email to 

afreshpairofeyes88@gmail.com.  

 

Thanks again for reading!  

 

Sean 
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A Fresh Pair of Eyes 
Making Sense of Finance and 

Accounting 

 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Fresh-Pair-Eyes-Finance-Investor/dp/1490583637/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1382275403&sr=8-1&keywords=sean+stein+smith
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